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We study the Cauchy problem for a set of nonlinear evolution equations, which
has been proposed for the investigation of nonlinear interaction between ellipticity
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1. INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear interaction between ellipticity and dissipation is involved
quite broadly in physical and mechanical systems. As these systems are
usually quite complicated, they are far from well-understood. A set of
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w xsimplified equations was thus proposed by Hsieh 1 :
c s y s y a c y su q ac ,Ž .t x x x 1Ž .½ u s y 1 y b u q nc q 2cu q bu ,Ž .t x x x x
where a , b , s , and n are positive constants such that a - s and b - 1.
Though quite phenomenological, this set of equations singles out the
essential mechanism of the nonlinear interaction between ellipticity and
dissipation. The study is expected to yield insights into physical systems
with similar mechanism, e.g., phase transitions, superposed fluids,
Rayleigh]Benard problem, Taylor]Couette instability, and fluid flow down
Žw x.an inclined plane, etc. 2]4 . It may also help us, by comparison, to
understand better the nonlinear interaction between other instabilities and
dissipation, such as the Ginzburg]Landau equation and the Kuramoto]
Žw x.Sivashinsky equation 5]7 .
Ž .The complexity in system 1 can be explained by a rough argument.
Ignoring the damping and diffusion terms temporarily, we can find the
'< <system elliptic for c - sn and hyperbolic, otherwise. Around the zero
equilibrium, the system subject to initial small disturbances are unstable
< <due to ellipticity and the inherent instability will cause growth of c if it
'< <overcomes the effect of damping and diffusion terms. But when c ) sn ,
the system is basically hyperbolic and c ceases to grow. Moreover, the
dissipative terms would tend to draw the system back to elliptic regime. A
``switching back and forth'' phenomenon is therefore expected due to the
interplaying among ellipticity, hyperbolicity, and dissipation for suitable
Žw x.coefficients. This has been numerically verified 8, 9 . In fact, the exten-
sive simulation reveals the relation between this interaction and the
complexity of the system, including chaos.
However, even for this rather simple system, there are not many
rigorous results available, due to the lack of a systematical way for the
exploration of nonlinear evolution equations. So far, besides some prelimi-
w xnary investigations in 10 , there is only an existence result for a slightly
w xmodified system 11
c s y s y a c y su q ac ,Ž .t x x x 2Ž .½ u s y 1 y b u q nc q cu q bu .Ž . Ž . xt x x x
The conservative form of the nonlinear term in the second set of equations
plays an important role in the analysis. Numerical simulations, on the
other hand, show a dramatically different behavior. The solution is found
converging to the steady state, which is represented by a set of ``spikes'' for
Žw x.small dissipations 8, 12 .
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One feature shared by these two systems is, not unexpectedly, that both
decay to zero equilibrium for big dissipation and small convection. One
main task of this paper is to make this statement more precise and
rigorous.
To make the analysis easier for reading, we shall mainly discuss the
Ž .system 1 with a s b and s s 1. That is,
c s y 1 y a c y u q ac ,Ž .t x x x 3Ž .½ u s y 1 y a u q nc q 2cu q au .Ž .t x x x x
We shall first perform linear analysis and obtain the optimal decay rate
Ž .for the case n - 4a 1 y a . For n beyond this range, the system is
unstable. Therefore, we shall confine ourselves with the nonlinear analysis
Ž .for n - 4a 1 y a . The global existence is established based on a local
existence result and a priori estimates. A unique smooth solution exists for
coefficients in the same range as in linear analysis, however, with suitable
restriction to the initial data. A by product of the estimates is the
exponential decay rate. Sharper estimates on the decay rate are developed
by analyzing the derivatives, as well as the decay rate of the kernel
functions. The same rate as in linear analysis is reached, thus optimal.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. We first make linear
analysis in Section 2. Then in Section 3 we provide a local existence result,
energy estimates, and resulting global existence. In Section 4 we develop
the optimal decay rate estimates. We conclude by some remarks on
Ž . Ž .general systems 1 and 2 in Section 5.
2. LINEAR ANALYSIS
In this section, we shall study the linearized system
c s y 1 y a c y u q ac ,Ž .t x x x 4Ž .½ u s y 1 y a u q nc q au ,Ž .t x x x
with initial data
c 0, x , u 0, x s c x , u x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
It becomes under Fourier transform
Ã 2 Ã1 y a q aj ijc cs y ,
2ž / ž /ž /yinj 1 y a q ajÃ Ãu ut
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Ã Ãwhere c and u are the variables in the wave space and j the frequency.
The solution to this set of ordinary differential equations is
¡ yŽ1 yaqaj 2 . te
n j t y n j t' 'Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã' 'c s e u q i n c y e u y i n c ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0'2 i n~
2yŽ1 yaqaj . te
y n j t n j t' 'Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã' 'u s e u y i n c q e u q i n c ,Ž . Ž .¢ 0 0 0 02
Ã ÃŽ .with c , u the corresponding initial data in the wave space. Interpreted0 0
back to the physical space, the solution is
1¡ ' 'c t , x s K t , x ) u q i n c y K t , x ) u y i n c ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 0 0 2 0 0'2 i n~
1 ' 'u t , x s K t , x ) u y i n c q K t , x ) u q i n c .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .¢ 2 0 0 1 0 02
Here the kernel functions are
2 .y1 yŽ1yaqaj q n j t'¡K t , x s F eŽ .1
2'1 n i n x
s exp y 1 y a y t exp y x y ,ž /ž / ž /' 4a 2a 4a t4pa t~
2 .y1 yŽ1yaqaj y n j t'K t , x s F eŽ .2
2'1 n i n x
s exp y 1 y a y t exp x y .ž /¢ ž / ž /' 4a 2a 4a t4pa t
Ž .From the explicit expression of the solution, we find that the system 4
Ž .is stable if and only if n - 4a 1 y a . Moreover, the decay rate of the
Ž . Ž .solution is dictated by that of K t, x and K t, x . In fact, for i s 1, 2,1 2
w xp g 1, q‘ and t “ q‘,
21 n x
p5 5K t , x s exp y 1 y a y t exp yŽ . L ŽR.i ž /ž / ž /' 4a 4a t p4pa t Ž .L R
y1r2 yŽ1yayn r4a . t 5 yx
2 r4a t 5 ps O 1 t e eŽ . L ŽR.
s O 1 tyŽ1 r2.qŽ1r2 p.eyŽ1 yayn r4a . t .Ž .
Ž k k . Ž .The same optimal decay rate holds for derivatives › r› x K t, x , andi
Ž Ž . Ž ..so for the derivatives of c t, x , u t, x . Thus we may summarize in the
following theorem.
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Ž Ž . Ž .. 1Ž 2 . pŽ 2 .THEOREM 1. With initial data c x , u x g L R, R l L R, R ,0 0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..the Cauchy problem to 4 admits a unique solution c t, x , u t, x . Such a
Ž .solution decays if and only if n - 4a 1 y a . Moreo¤er, for k G 0 an
w xinteger, p g 1, q‘ , the following decay rate is optimal,
k› Ž . Ž .y 1r2 q 1r2 p yŽ1yayn r4a . tc t , x , u t , x F C 1 q t e .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k p 2Ž .› x L R , R
5Ž .
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE
In this section, we shall first give a local existence result. The global
existence then follows from a priori estimates.
Ž .Toward this end, we rewrite the equations 3 in an integral form as
t¡
c t , x s G t , x )c x y 1 y a G t y s, x )c s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
0
t
q G t y s, x )u s, x ds,Ž . Ž .H x
0
t~u t , x s G t , x )u x y 1 y a G t y s, x )u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 6Ž .H0
0
t
yn G t y s, x )c s, x dsŽ . Ž .H x
0
t
q2 G t y s, x ) c s, x u s, x ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H x¢
0
Ž . Ž .y1r2 Ž 2 .where G t, x s 4pa t exp yx r4a t is the heat kernel and the
convolutions are taken with respect to the space variable x. Implementing
Ž w x.the standard arguments with the Brower fixed point principle e.g., 13 ,
we obtain the local existence.
Ž Ž . Ž .. 1, ‘Ž 2 .THEOREM 2. If c x , u x g W R, R , then there exists t ) 00 0 1
Ž .small enough, such that the Cauchy problem to 3 admits a unique smooth
Ž Ž . Ž .. w xsolution c t, x , u t, x on P s 0, t = R. Moreo¤er, it holds thatt 11
1, ‘ 2 1 , ‘ 2c t , x , u t , x F 2 c x , u x , 7Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .W P , R Ž .W R , R0 0t1
5Ž Ž . Ž ..5 1, ‘ 2where t depends only on c x , u x .W ŽR , R .1 0 0
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The local solution has the following properties.
Ž Ž . Ž .. 2 1, ‘Ž 2 . Ž .LEMMA 3. If c x , u x g L l W R, R , then for ;t g 0, t ,0 0 1
Ž .k g N, there exists C t , such thatk
k›
c t , x , u t , x F C t , 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . kk 2 2Ž .› x L R , R
› k
w xlim c t , x , u t , x s 0, 0 , uniformly for ; t g t , t . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1k› x< <x “‘
Ž Ž . Ž .. 1Ž 2 .If we further assume c x , u x g L R, R and for each 0 F t F t ,0 0 1
5 5 2 2c t , x , u t , x F C t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . L ŽR , R . 1
Ž .then there exists C t , such that
5 5 1 2c t , x , u t , x F C t . 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . L ŽR , R .
Ž .Proof. We only prove the estimate 10 and the other estimates can be
proved similarly.
Ž .From the integral form 6 and the assumptions imposed in Lemma 3,
we may derive with the Hausdorff]Young inequality that
5 5 2 2c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž . L ŽR , R .x x
5 5 1 5 5 2 2F G t , x c x , u xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .L ŽR. L ŽR , R .x 0 0
t
1 2 25 5 5 5q 1 y a G t y s, x c s, x , u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H L ŽR. L ŽR , R .x x
0
t
1 2 25 5 5 5 4q max 1, n G t y s, x c s, x , u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H L ŽR. L ŽR , R .x x x
0
t
2 15 5 5 5q 2 G t y s, x c s, x u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H L ŽR. L ŽR.x x x
0
t y1r2y1r2 2 25 5F Ct q C 1 q t y s c s, x , u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H L ŽR , R .x x
0
t y3r4
2 25 5 5 5q C t y s c s, x u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H L ŽR. L ŽR.x
0
t y3r4y1r2 2 25 5F Ct q C 1 q t y s c s, x , u s, x ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H L ŽR , R .x x
0
With Gronwall's inequality we deduce
5 5 2 2 y1r2c t , x , u t , x F C t t , 0 - t F t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . L ŽR , R .x x 1 1
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Based on this estimate, we have similarly
t
1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5c t , x F c x q 1 y a c s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .L ŽR. L ŽR. H L ŽR.0
0
t y1r2
15 5q C t y s u s, x ds,Ž . Ž .H L ŽR.
0
t
1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5u t , x F u x q 1 y a u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .L ŽR. L ŽR. H L ŽR.0
0
t y1r2
15 5q Cn t y s c s, x dsŽ . Ž .H L ŽR.
0
t
2 25 5 5 5q 2 u s, x c s, x ds.Ž . Ž .H L ŽR. L ŽR.x
0
The sum of them gives
5 5 1 2c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž . L ŽR , R .
t
y1r21 25 5F c x , u x q C t s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . L ŽR , R . H0 0 1
0
t y1r2
1 25 5q C 1 q t y s c s, x , u s, x ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H L ŽR , R .
0
Ž .Then 9 is verified with Gronwall's inequality.
Ž .We note here that throughout this paper we use C ? to denote constant
depending on the dummy variable, usually time, while C for generic
constant.
Ž .Remark. We would like to point out that to deduce the estimate 10 ,
Ž Ž . Ž .. 5Ž Ž .we only require the solution c t, x , u t, x satisfying sup c t, x ,w0, t x1
Ž ..5 2 2 4 Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. 1u t, x F C t , and the initial data c x , u x g L lL ŽR , R . 1 0 0
2Ž 2 .L R, R . This observation will be crucial in obtaining the optimal decay
Ž Ž . Ž .. 1 2Ž 2 .estimates for c x , u x g L l L R, R .0 0
Ž .Now we shall proceed to the a priori estimates. First, if n - 4a 1 y a ,
Ž .then we can find e g 0, 2 , C ) 0 such that0
1¡
2C a y ) 0,0 1 y a eŽ .~ 11Ž .2C n0
1 y a y ) 0.¢ 2ae
Ž .In fact, from n - 4a 1 y a , we know that there exists a constant
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Ž . Ž .k g 0, 1 , such that n s 4ka 1 y a . Choosing
¡e g 2 1 y k , 2 ,Ž .Ž .
28k
k g , 2e ,1~ ž /e
1
C s ,0¢ k a 1 y aŽ .1
Ž .one can easily verify that such e and C satisfy 11 .0
Ž .Ž . Ž 2 .4Now with l s min 2 y e 1 y a , 2 1 y a y C n r2ae , the main re-0
sults of estimation are put in the following lemma.
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .LEMMA 4. Assume that c t, x , u t, x is a solution to 3 obtained in
Ž Ž . Ž .. 2 1, ‘Ž 2 .Theorem 2 with initial data c x , u x g L l W R, R . For any0 0
Ž . Ž .e 9 g 0, 2 y e , if n - 4a 1 y a , we ha¤e
d
2 2 2 2c t , x q C u t , x dx q l c t , x q C u t , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H0 0dt R R
4 3C0 2F u t , x dx , 12Ž . Ž .Hž /1 R2 22e 9 a 2C a y0 e 1 y aŽ .
Ž .where e and C satisfying 11 .0
If the initial data satisfy
22 2 la 1
2 2 2c x q C u x dx - 2C a y e 9 , 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0 0ž /C e 1 y aŽ .R 0
then
c 2 t , x q u 2 t , x dx F Ceyl t , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
R
t 2 2 2 2c t , x q c t , x q u t , x q u t , x dx dt F C. 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH x x
0 R
Furthermore, for t G t ) 0
t2 2 2 2c t , x q u t , x dx q 2 1 y a c t , x q u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H HHx x x x
R t R
t 2 2q a c t , x q u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .Ž .HH x x x x
t R
2n 2 t2 2F C t q c t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .HH1 xa t R
8 t2 2




2 2c t , x q u t , x dx q 2 1 y aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H x x x x2 R
t 2 2= c t , x q u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .Ž .HH x x x x
t R
t 2 2qa c t , x q u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .Ž .HH x x x x x x
t R
2 n 2t t2 2 2F C t q c t , x dx dt q u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž .HH HH2 x x x xa at R t R
8 2
‘5 5q c t , xŽ . L Žwt , t x=R.
a
32t 2 2= u t , x dx dt q sup u s, x dxŽ . Ž .HH Hx x x2 ž /at R Rw xsg t , t
2
t 2= c t , x dx dt ,Ž .HH xž /
t R
17Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where C t and C t are those in 8 .1 2
Proof. By the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality, we know from the equations
Ž .3 that
d
2 2c t , x q C u t , x dx q 2 1 y aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0dt R
= c 2 t , x q C u 2 t , x dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H 0
R
q2a c 2 t , x q C u 2 t , x dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H x 0 x
R
s y2 u t , x c t , x dx q 2C n u t , x c t , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hx 0 x
R R
y2C u 2 t , x c t , x dxŽ . Ž .H0 x
R
1
2 2F e 1 y a c t , x dx q u t , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H H xe 1 y aŽ .R R
qea c 2 t , x dxŽ .H x
R
C 2n 2 C 20 02 2 4q u t , x dxqe 9a c t , x dxq u t , x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hxea ae 9R R R
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We shuffle the terms to see
d
2 2 2c t , x q C u t , x dx q 2 y e 1 y a c t , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H0dt R R
C n 20 2q 2C 1 y a y u t , x dx q 2 y e y e 9Ž . Ž .H0 ž /2ea R
=a c 2 t , x dxŽ .H x
R
1
2q 2C a y u t , x dxŽ .H0 xe 1 y aŽ . R
C 20 4F u t , x dxŽ .H
ae 9 R
C 20 3
2 25 5 5 5F u t , x u t , xŽ . Ž .L ŽR. L ŽR.xae 9
1 1
2F 2C a y u t , x dxŽ .H0 x2 e 1 y aŽ . R
4 3C0 2q u t , x dx . 18Ž . Ž .H x1 R2 22e 9 a 2C a y0 e 1 y aŽ .
Ž . Ž .We then obtain 12 by the way in choosing C , e , e 9 as in 11 .0
Ž . l tŽ 2Ž . 2Ž .. Ž .With Z t s H e c t, x q C u t, x dx, 12 meansR 0
C ey2 l td 0 3Z t F Z t .Ž . Ž .1dt 2 22e 9 a 2C a y0 e 1 y aŽ .
That is,
C1 1 0G y .2 2 1Z t Z 0Ž . Ž . 2 22 le 9 a 2C a y0 e 1 y aŽ .
Ž . Ž .Therefore, if the initial data satisfy 13 , then Z t is bounded, and we
Ž . Ž .have the exponential decay 14 . The estimate 15 may be derived through
Ž . w xthe integration of 18 over t g 0, t .
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For high order derivatives, the estimation is basically a routine. For
Ž .instance, we may differentiate 3 twice with respect to x, multiply them
Ž . Ž .with c t, x and u t, x , respectively, and add the resulting equalitiesx x x x
Ž . w xtogether. After all these, we take integration over t, x g t , t = R and
reach
t2 2 2 2c t , x q u t , x dx q 2 1 y a c t , x q u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H HHx x x x x x x x
R t R
t 2 2q 2a c t , x q u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .Ž .HH x x x x x x
t R
t2 2s c t , x q u t , x dx y 2 c t , x u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H HHx x x x x x x x x
R t R
t
q2n c t , x u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .HH x x x x x
t R
t
y4 c t , x u t , x u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH x x x xx
t R
a t2 2F C t q u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .HH2 x x x2 t R
2 t 2q c t , x dx dtŽ .HH x xa t R
2nt t2 2q a c t , x dx dt q u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .HH HHx x x x xat R t R
a t 2q u t , x dx dtŽ .HH x x x2 t R
8 t2 2
‘5 5q c t , x u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .L Žwt , t x=R.H H x xža t R
t2 2
‘5 5q u t , x c t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .L Žwt , t x=R.H Hx x /
t R
t2 2 2F C t q a u t , x q c t , x dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH2 x x x x x x
t R
2 t 2q c t , x dx dtŽ .HH x xa t R
n 2 t 2q u t , x dx dtŽ .HH x xa t R
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8 t2 2
‘5 5q c t , x u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .L Žwt , t x=R.H H x xa t R
8 t 22 25 5 5 5q u t , x u t , x c t , x dx dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .L ŽR. L ŽR.H Hx x x xa t R
Noticing that
8 t 22 25 5 5 5u t , x u t , x c t , x dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž .L ŽR. L ŽR.H Hx x x xa t R
21 32 t2 2 2F u t , x dx q u t , x dx c t , x dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H H HHx x x x22 aR R t R
Ž .we obtain the estimate 17 .
Here is the theorem on global existence.
Ž Ž . Ž .. 2THEOREM 5. If the coefficients and the initial data c x , u x g L l0 0
1, ‘Ž 2 .W R, R satisfy
n - 4a 1 y aŽ .
and
22 2 la 1
2 2 2c x q C u x dx - 2C a y e 9Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0 0ž /C e 1 y aŽ .R 0
Ž .with e , e 9, C , and l defined as in the abo¤e, then system 3 admits a unique0
Ž Ž . Ž .. 2global solution c t, x , u t, x decaying exponentially in L norm as
c 2 t , x q u 2 t , x dx F Ceyl t .Ž . Ž .Ž .H
R
Proof. To obtain the global existence result, it suffices to get an a priori
5Ž Ž . Ž ..5 1, ‘ 2 Ž . Ž .bound on c t, x , u t, x . In fact, 15 and 16 imply that forW ŽR , R .
t G t ) 0
2 2 5 5 ‘c t , x q u t , x dx F C t 1 q c t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H L Žwt , q‘.=R.x x
R
Ž .With the help of 14 , we have
x
2 2 2 2c t , x q u t , x s c t , x q u t , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H x
y‘
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F c t , x c t , x q u t , x u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .L L L Lx x
1r22
‘5 5F C t 1 q c t , x .Ž . Ž .Ž .L Žwt , q‘.=R.
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Therefore,
5 5 ‘ 5 5 ‘c t , x q u t , x F C t .Ž . Ž . Ž .L Žwt , q‘.=R. L Žwt , q‘.=R.
In a similar way we may obtain the estimates on derivatives as
5 5 ‘ 5 5 ‘c t , x q u t , x F C t .Ž . Ž . Ž .L Žwt , q‘.=R. L Žwt , q‘.=R.x x
This ends the proof.
We would like to point out that the range of the coefficients coincides
Ž .with that in the linear results, namely, n - 4a 1 y a . However, when n is
Ž .close to 4a 1 y a , we should choose e close to 2. This in turn puts
restriction on initial data.
Moreover, the results of Theorem 5 can be obtained under a weaker
regularity requirement on the initial data, i.e., we have the following
theorem.
THEOREM 6. The same results as in Theorem 5 still hold if the initial data
Ž Ž . Ž .. 2Ž 2 .c x , u x only belongs to L R, R .0 0
Ž Ž . Ž .. 2Ž 2 .Proof. For c x , u x g L R, R that satisfies0 0
22 2 la 1
2 2 2c x q C u x dx - 2C a y e 9 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0 0ž /C e 1 y aŽ .R 0
Ž mŽ . mŽ .. 2 1, ‘we can choose a sequence of functions, c x , u x g L l W0 0
Ž 2 .R, R , such that
22¡ 2 la 12 2m m 2< < < <c x q C u x dx - 2C a y e 9 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0 0~ ž /C e 1 y aŽ .R 0
m m 2 2¢ c x , u x “ c x , u x strongly in L R , R as m “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
From Theorem 5, the following auxiliary Cauchy problem
¡ m m m mc s y 1 y a c y u q ac ,Ž .t x x x
m m m m m m~u s y 1 y a u q nc q 2c u q au ,Ž . 19Ž .t x x x x
m m m m¢ <c t , x , u t , x s c x , u xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ts0 0 0
Ž mŽ . mŽ ..admits a unique global smooth solution c t, x , u t, x with
< m < 2 < m < 2 yl tc t , x q u t , x dx F d e , 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
R
where d is independent of m.0
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We now assert that for each fixed t ) 0, k g Z ,q
› k
m mc t , x , u t , x F d t , t , t G t ) 0, 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . kk 2 2Ž .› x L R , R
Ž .with d t, t is independent of m.k
Ž . Ž mŽ . mŽ ..With the help of 21 , and noticing also that c t, x , u t, x is a
Ž .smooth solution to the Cauchy problem 19 , we can deduce that for each
fixed t ) 0, k g Z ,q
k›
m mc t , x , u t , x F d t , t , t G t ) 0. 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . kk 2 2Ž .› t L R , R
Ž .Here again d t, t can be chosen independent of m.k
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..From 21 and 22 , one can easily see that there exists c t, x , u t, x
k Žw . 2 .g H t , ‘ = R, R for each k g Z , t ) 0 and a subsequencel oc q
Ž m nŽ . m nŽ ..4 Ž mŽ . mŽ ..4c t, x , u t, x of c t, x , u t, x , such that
c m n t , x , u m n t , x “ c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
k Žw . 2 . Ž Ž . Ž ..strongly in H t , ‘ = R, R as n “ ‘. Furthermore, c t, x , u t, xl oc
Ž . w .satisfies 3 on t , ‘ = R.
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Since t ) 0 can be arbitrarily chosen, c t, x , u t, x solves 3 for all
t ) 0, x g R and
< < 2 < < 2 yl tc t , x q u t , x dx F d e .Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
R
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .To verify that c t, x , u t, x is a smooth solution to the system 3
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .with Cauchy initial data c x , u x , it suffices to show c t, x ,0 0
Ž .. < Ž Ž . Ž ..u t, x s c x , u x . The proof is standard and omitted here. Forts0 0 0
Ž Ž . Ž ..this smooth solution c t, x , u t, x , by an argument similar to that for
Lemma 4 and Theorem 5, we can prove that
5 5 1 , ‘ 2c t , x , u t , x F C t , t G t ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . W ŽR , R .
Now to complete the proof of Theorem 6, the only thing left is to verify
Ž .the assertion 21 . In fact, for each k g Z , t ) 0, there exist constantsq
0 - s - ??? - s - t such that1 k
k›
m mc t , x , u t , x F d t y s , s y s , t G t ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . k k k 1k 2 2Ž .› x L R , R
23Ž .
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Ž .We only show 23 for k s 1, the general case can be proved by induction.
Ž .From the integral representation 6 , we get
¡ tm mc t , x s G t y s , x )c s , x y 1 y a G t y s, xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hx x 1 1 x
s1
tm m)c s, x ds q G t y s, x )u s, x ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .H x x
s1
tm m~u t , x s G t y s , x )u s , x y 1 y a G t y s, xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hx x 1 1 x
s1
tm m)u s, x ds y n G t y s, x )c s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H x x
s1
t m mq2 G t y s, x ) c s, x u s, x ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H x x¢ s1
Thus
m m
2 2c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .L R , Rx x
y1r2 m m
2 2F C t y s c s , x , u s , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L R , R1 1 1
t y1r2 m m
2 2q C t y s c s, x , u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H L R , R
s1
t y1r2 m m
2 2q C t y s c s, x , u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ž .L R , Rx x
s1
t y3r4 m m
1q C t y s c s, x u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H Ž .L Rx
s1
ty1r2 y1r2F C 1 q t y s q C t y sŽ . Ž .Ž . H1
s1
m m
2 2= c s, x , u s, x dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .L R , Rx x
t y3r4 m m
2 2q C t y s c t , x u s, x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H L R Ž .L Rx
s1
ty1r2 y1r2 y3r4F C 1 q t y s q C t y s q t y sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . H1
s1
= m m 2 2c s, x , u s, x ds.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L R , Rx x
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Ž .The Gronwall's inequality tells us that 23 is true for k s 1. By
Ž .choosing s , j s 1, 2, . . . , k as above, we can also prove that 23 is true forj
all k g Z .q
This ends the proof of Theorem 6.
4. OPTIMAL DECAY RATE
In this section we shall start with a regularity result of the solution, then
get the exponential decay, and finally obtain the optimal decay rate.
Ž .LEMMA 7. For ;m g N and ; t G t ) 0, there exists e t , such thatm
Ž Ž . Ž ..the solution c t, x , u t, x obtained in Theorem 6 satisfies
2 2m m1 › c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž .
q dx q 2 1 y aŽ .H m mž /2 › x › xR
2 2m m› c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž .t
= q dx dtHH m mž /› x › xt R
2 2mq1 mq1› c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž .t
qa q dx dtHH mq 1 mq1ž /› x › xt R
F e t . 24Ž . Ž .m
Ž .Proof. Before proving Lemma 7, we first notice from 21 that for each
k g Zq
k›
c t , x , u t , x F d t , t . 21 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . kk 2 ‘ 2Ž .› x L lL R , R
Such an estimate will be used in our following analysis.
Ž .For m s 1, 2, 24 is a corollary of the existing estimates. Now assume
Ž .that 24 holds for any m F k y 1, where k G 3. This means for t G t ) 0
2 2i i1 › c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž .
q dx F e tŽ .ÄH ii i2 ž /› x › xR
for i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1,
2 2i i1 › c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž .t
q dx dt F e tŽ .ÄHH ii i2 ž /› x › xt R
for i s 0, 1, . . . , k .
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From the Sobolev inequality, we know that for i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 2,
i i› c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž .
q F e t .Ž .ii i‘ ‘Žw . . Žw . .› x › xL t , q‘ =R L t , q‘ =R
The nonlinear term is then bounded as
2ky1›t
c t , x u t , x dx dtŽ . Ž .Ž .HH xky1› xt R
i kyiky2 › c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž .t k y 1s ÝHH i kyiž /i › x › xt R is0
2ky1› c t , xŽ .
q u t , x dx dtŽ .xky1› x
2 2i kyiky2 › c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž .t
F C dx dtÝ HHi i kyi‘Žw . .› x › xL t , q‘ =R t Ris0
2ky1› c t , xŽ .t2
‘5 5q C u t , x dx dtŽ . L Žwt , q‘.=R.H Hky1 x ky1› xt R
F C t .Ž .
Ž .Standard procedure then yields 24 for m s k. By mathematical induc-
tion, the lemma is proved.
From this regularity result, together with the exponential decay of the
2 Ž .L norm 14 , we know from the Nirenberg inequality that
Ž .kr qqkk qqk› c t , x › c t , xŽ . Ž . qrŽqqk .
25 5F C c t , xŽ . L ŽR.k qqk2 2Ž . Ž .› x › xL R L R
F C t eyq l tr2Žqqk . .Ž .
Ž .We may take a s qlr q q k and q as big as needed. This leads to the
exponential decay estimates of the derivatives.
Ž .LEMMA 8. For any k ) 0 there exists C t , such that when t G t ) 0, the
Ž Ž . Ž ..solution c t, x , u t, x obtained in Theorem 6 satisfies
2 2k k› c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž . ya tq dx F C t eŽ .H k kž /› x › xR
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and
k k› c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž . ya tr2q F C t e , 25Ž . Ž .k k‘ ‘Ž . Ž .› x › xL R L R
where a - l can be chosen as close to l as wanted.
The following Gronwall's inequality is deviced for our optimal decay
rate. The proof is omitted.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 9. Assume that two non-negati¤e functions g t and h t ¤erifies
for any t G t ,
typ ypyr Ž tyt . yr Ž tys.g t FM e 1qtyt qM 1qtys e g s h s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 2
t
with M , M , p, and r non-negati¤e constants and1 2
‘
h s ds F M t - q‘.Ž . Ž .H
t
Then it holds that
‘yp yr Ž tyt .g t F M 1 q t y t e exp M h s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H1 2
t
yp yr tF C t 1 q t e .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. 1THEOREM 10. If n - 4a 1 y a and the initial data c x , u x g L0 0
2Ž 2 . 2 Ž Ž . Ž ..l L R, R ha¤e L -norm small enough, then the solution c t, x , u t, x
Ž .to 3 has the following optimal decay rate for any t G t ) 0:
k›
c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .k p 2Ž .› x L R , R
Ž . Ž .y 1r2 q 1r2 p yŽ1yayn r4a . tF C t 1 q t e .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. Taking Fourier transform to 3 , we obtain after integration of
the linear terms
1 2 .yŽ1yaqaj y n j t 2 n j t' 'Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã' 'c t , j s e u q i n c y e u y i n cŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0'2 i n
1 $t 2 2.Ž . .Ž .yŽ1yaqaj y n j tys yŽ1yaqaj q n j tys' 'q e y e cu ds,H x'i n 0
1 2 .yŽ1yaqaj q n j t y2 n j t' 'Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã' 'u t , j s e u y i n c q e u q i n cŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 02
$t 2 2.Ž . .Ž .yŽ1yaqaj y n j tys yŽ1yaqaj q n j tys' 'q e q e cu ds.H x
0
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Or, equivalently in the physical space,
1 ' 'c t , x s K t , x ) u q i n c y K t , x ) u y i n cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 0 0 1 0 0'2 i n
1 t
q K t y s, x y K t y s, x ) c s, x u s, x ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 2 1 x'i n 0
1 ' 'u t , x s K t , x ) u y i n c q K t , x ) u q i n cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 0 0 2 0 02
t
q K t y s, x q K t y s, x ) c s, x u s, x ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 2 x
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .By virtue of the decay rate 5 on K t, x , K t, x , and the exponential1 2
Ž .decay of the solution 25 , we may sharpen the estimate as
j›
c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .j 1 2Ž .› x L R , R
j›
F C K t y t , x , K t y t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2j 1 2Ž .› x L R , R
5 5 1 2= c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž . L ŽR , R .
›t
qC K t y s, x , K t y s, xŽ . Ž .Ž .H 1 2 1 2Ž .› x L R , Rt
jy1›
= c s, x u s, x dsŽ . Ž .Ž .xjy1 1Ž .› x L R
tyŽ1 yayn r4a .Ž tyt . yŽ1yayn r4a .Ž tys. yasr2F Ce q C e eH
t
mj › u s, xŽ .
= ds.Ý m 1Ž .› x L Rms1
Ž . k 5Ž m m. Ž Ž .Sum them over j s 0, . . . , k, and let z t s Ý › r› x c t, x ,ms 0
Ž ..5 1 2u t, x , thenL ŽR , R .
z t F C t , k eyŽ1 yayn r4a .Ž tyt .Ž . Ž .
t yŽ1 yayn r4a .Ž tys. yasr2q C t e e z s ds.Ž . Ž .H
t
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Ž .With Lemma 9, we get the exponential decay of z t as
yŽ1 yayn r4a .Ž tyt . Ä yŽ1 yayn r4a . tz t F C t , k e F C t , k e .Ž . Ž . Ž .
That is for ;k g N, t G t ) 0,
k›
yŽ1 yayn r4a . tc t , x , u t , x F C t , k e . 26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k 1 2Ž .› x L R , R
Ž . 1 ‘Ž .On the other hand, notice that for any u t, x g L l L R ,
k k› K t y s, x › K t y s, xŽ . Ž .i i
‘5 5)u s, x F C u s, xŽ . Ž . L ŽR.k k‘ 1Ž . Ž .› x › xL R L R
yŽ1 yayn r4a .Ž tys. 5 5 ‘F Ce u s, x ,Ž . L ŽR.
k› K t y s, xŽ .i )u s, xŽ .k ‘Ž .› x L R
k› K t y s, xŽ .i
15 5F C u s, xŽ . L ŽR.k ‘Ž .› x L R
y1r2 yŽ1yayn r4a .Ž tys. 15 5F C t y s e u s, x .Ž . Ž . L ŽR.
Combination of these two inequalities amounts to
k› K t y s, xŽ .i )u s, xŽ .k ‘Ž .› x L R
y1r2 yŽ1yayn r4a .Ž tys. 1 ‘5 5 5 5F C 1qtys e u s, x q u s, x .Ž . Ž . Ž .L ŽR. L ŽR.
Therefore, the L‘ estimate on the derivatives is
j›
c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .j ‘ 2Ž .› x L R , R
y1r2 yŽ1yayn r4a .Ž tyt .F C 1 q t y t eŽ .
= 1 ‘5 5 5 5c t , x , u t , x q c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L ŽR. L ŽR.
t y1r2 yŽ1yayn r4a .Ž tys.q C 1 q t y s eŽ .H½ t
jy1›
= cu s, xŽ . Ž .xjy1 1Ž .› x L R
jy1›
q cu s, x .Ž . Ž .xjy1 ‘ 5Ž .› x L R
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Ž . Ž .The nonlinear term is bounded due to 25 and 26 as
jy1 jy1› ›
c s, x u s, x q c s, x u s, xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x xjy1 jy11 ‘Ž . Ž .› x › xL R L R
jj › u s, xŽ .yŽ1 yayn r4a . s yasr2F C t e q e .Ž . Ž . Ý j ‘Ž .› x L Rms1
Ž . Ž .The norms at time t is under control from the estimates 10 and 21 9.
We thus conclude that
j›
c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .j ‘ 2Ž .› x L R , R
y1r2 yŽ1yayn r4a .Ž tyt .F C t 1 q t y t eŽ . Ž .
t y1r2 yŽ1yayn r4a .Ž tys.qC t 1 q t y s eŽ . Ž .H
t
jj › u s, xŽ .ya sr2 yŽ1yayn r4a . s= e q e ds.Ž . Ý j ‘Ž .› x L Rms1
Summing over j s 1, . . . , k, and letting
mk ›ÄZ t s c t , x , u t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý m ‘ 2› x Ž .L R , Rms0
we have
ty1r2 y1r2yŽ1yayn r4a .Ž tyt .ÄZ t F C t 1 q t y t e q C t 1 q t y sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
t
yŽ1 yayn r4a .Ž tys. yasr2 yŽ1yayn r4a . s Ä= e e q e Z s ds.Ž . Ž .
Again by Gronwall's inequality, the L‘ estimate is for ; t G t ) 0 and
k g N,
k› y1r2 yŽ1yayn r4a . tc t , x , u t , x F C t 1 q t e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k ‘ 2Ž .› x L R , R
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The interpolation inequality then yields the L p estimate for ;p g
Ž .1, q‘ ,
k›
c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .k p 2Ž .› x L R , R
Ž . 1rppy1 rpk k› ›
F c t , x , u t , x c t , x , u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k‘ 2 1 2Ž . Ž .› x › xL R , R L R , R
Ž . Ž .y 1r2 q 1r2 p yŽ1yayn r4a . tF c t 1 q t e .Ž . Ž .
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied the linear stability of the zero equilibrium. It turns out
Ž . Ž .that the system 3 is linearly stable if and only if n - 4a 1 y a . The
optimal decay rate is also obtained. Then through a series of estimates we
have established the global existence of smooth solution for coefficients in
the same range. Due to the nonlinearity, the initial data is required to be
suitably bounded. Moreover, if the initial data is small enough, the optimal
decay rate has been obtained.
Ž .Our analysis applies equally well to the general system 1 and the
Ž . Ž .modified system 2 . For example, for 1 a careful calculation shows the
global existence of solution as following.
THEOREM 11. If the coefficients ¤erify
s 2
2C b y ) 0,0 s y a eŽ .
C n 20
1 y b y ) 0
2ae
Ž .for some positi¤e constants C ) 0, e g 0, 2 , and the initial data0
Ž Ž . Ž .. 2Ž 2 .c x , u x g L R, R satisfy0 0
2 22 2 la s
2 2 2c x q C u x dx - 2C b y e 9 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0 0ž /C e s y aŽ .R 0
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž 2 ..4 Ž .with l s min 2 y e s y a , 2 1 y b y C n r2ae , e 9 g 0, 2 y e .0
Ž .Then the system 1 admits a unique global solution decaying exponentially in
L2 norm as
c 2 t , x q u 2 t , x dx F Ceyl t .Ž . Ž .Ž .H
R
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Ž Ž . Ž .. 1Ž 2 .Furthermore, if we assume also c x , u x g L R, R , then for each0 0
k g Z , t G t ) 0, we ha¤eq
2 2k k› c t , x › u t , xŽ . Ž . y1q2 kr2 yl tq dx F C t 1 q t e .Ž . Ž .H k kž /› x › xR
It would be interesting and important to understand in a rigorous way
Ž . Ž .the system for n G 4a 1 y a . Numerically the behavior of 1 varies for
Žw x. Ž .different range of initial data 9, 10 . Meanwhile, the modified system 2
behaves in another way, namely, spiky solutions are developed for small
dissipation coefficients. As in general, there is no energylike quantity that
conserves or dissipates, novel ideas are demanded to overcome the diffi-
culties.
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